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One-tap VPN for secure online journeys
ClearVPN is a hassle-free VPN app for users who want to expand and protect their digital life.
Get started
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Enhanced online security, in a single tap
ClearVPN is a simple yet powerful VPN service that will bring your online experience to a higher level of safety.
[image: ]Optimal locationYou can streamline your connection and choose a country or city to get connected to the server you want. Or you can use hashtags to sort out countries by least web restrictions, lowest prices on online products, or level of data protection.
Effortless experienceGreat solutions don’t have to be complicated. With this in mind, we hid the powerful tech behind ClearVPN under the hood of a single button. In one tap, you get lightning-fast speed, top-level security, and a seamless experience.
Multiple VPN protocolsClearVPN chooses protocols based on your needs. No matter what you’re up to - bypassing geo-restrictions, hiding IP, or streaming - you get an impeccable level of security when you go online.
Fast serversWe have a vast network of servers in 45+ countries of the world. They are sorted out by speed, and the fastest go first. You’ll get connected to the most suitable server to get the best speed and performance, with no compromises.
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[image: ]Eye-pleasing interface
It’s always better to look at something appealing. So ClearVPN’s powerful tech is wrapped up in a simple and elegant interface to make your experience pleasant, smooth, and effortless.

Loved by VPN enthusiasts 
 and regular folks alike
Vladyslav Kozlovskyy
Fantastic convenient and easy-to-use VPN client for macOS! It's not a secret that VPN is not an easy-to-understand technology. Different keys, certificates, connections, and passwords make this technology difficult to use for an average person. But ClearVPN surprised me. The great, convenient, and easy-to-use product I like to use.

Roman Kovalenko
One of the best VPN services I've used! Nice UI, great speed and enough servers all over the world.

@s210
Using it for a long time and want to admit that’s the easiest VPN I’ve ever seen. Everything works, and the speed is great!! Totally recommended.


@jnufer
Unlike other aps like this one, it actally works. Great company and am very supportive if Ukraine in all matters. Slava Ukaini! Herouyam Slava!

Rob M.
Very good & fast VPN service. The app for iOS is great, as is the PC version. Pitty the Mac version doesn't run on older OS versions. BBC iPlayer works! :)

Sambhav Gupta
This is my second time reviewing ClearVPN. In my previous review, I mentioned how good the VPN is and that they need to increase their data speeds. After various new updates, data speeds have increased significantly, and the user experience is much more enhanced than earlier. I would definitely recommend this VPN to all of my colleagues :)


@imadraude
The VPN service is a veritable panacea for online privacy and security. Its intuitive interface makes it a breeze to use, while its robust encryption protocols ensure that all of your data is kept safe from prying eyes. The service is also exceedingly fast, allowing for seamless streaming and browsing. In short, it is a consummate choice for anyone looking to safeguard their online identity.

@Evgen.V.
Fast. Flexible. Best of the best.

Gans
This VPN is good because it offers many facility's for use. The interface on Mac, iOS and Windows is not quite the same but is easy in use for all. For iPad you need to download the iPhone app. But accept for the lack of a correct screenmode it works oke also. Great job and a very good price. (You can use it on five machines same account.)



See moreWorks on everything
Connect up to 6 devices per account and get the full VPN experience anywhere.






With your privacy in mind
Your privacy is our main concern. This is why the core tech inside ClearVPN is all about your digital security and online protection. Read more about our Privacy Policy.
[image: ]No-logs policy
Your data is safe. We don’t log, track or store anything. Your browsing history, IP addresses, and DNS queries are only yours.

[image: ]Private connection
With a focus on your security and anonymity, high-level encryption and advanced VPN protocols ensure your web privacy.


Trusted by users and industry leaders
We at ClearVPN love the recognition of industry leaders (well, who doesn’t?). Awards are great, but the trust of our users is what drives us the most. That’s what we work for.
2 millions Average number of users

4.8 Rating across our platforms

ClearVPN is not just a business, it’s our mission. And we try to do everything we can.
Ivan Ablamskyi, Lead Product Manager at ClearVPN
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Upgrade your digital life with ClearVPN
Enjoy your online security to the full by unlocking additional ClearVPN features.
Buy now
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By proceeding, you agree to receive news, offers and updates from ClearVPN
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